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Well, you will never guess what I was cruising 

around in this Saturday ... 

Yes it was indeed this open top BMW you see!  

It was my first time ever in a soft top sports car, and I 

was thrilled with how high tech the cars are in 

Japan! We don’t have any of the moving wing mirrors, 

built in satellite navigation or the most impressive 

thing; auto reverse parking, in England! It was a 

beautiful warm day, I felt rich and my friend 

drove me to the Tokyo motor show in Odaiba.  

We got to see lots of new impressive models of 

cars and I had the chance to sit in the new 

Jaguar! 

It was a very fun day, and I learnt that Odaiba was a 

manmade island, so informative too! 

 

Today, I was supposed to go to Yoro, in Gifu 

prefecture, however my friend and I missed the only train on Sunday and could not go! We had woken 

up pretty early to get there, since it was 3 hours away, so considering we had got up and everything we 

decided to go to Asakusa instead.  They had the best ice cream store there, where I got banana and 

chocolate flavour, but the store people told me I was not allowed to walk around with my ice cream, so I 

had to stay rooted to the spot until I had finished. I was excited to see the rest of Asakusa, so ate my ice 

cream too fast and got brain freeze, I felt like I was 10 again!  

 

Hope you guys had a good weekend too.  

Best wishes!  

 

Jennifer  

 

 

 



Hello 

This weekend went fast, even though people state say that it usual ly goes very slowly when you are feeling a 

little sick. 

I had the opportunity to meet a friend from Peru again.  On Saturda y we had coffee together, I actually 

recommend a couple of places we visited by Iidabashi Station, spec ifically near the gate B2A.  I remember the 

gate but not the name of the coffee shop but, it had an amazing vi ew from the deck. It was a very sunny day.  

After that we viewed some Christmas lights and had Mexican f ood before heading back home.  Tokyo already 

has Christmas decorations which make me so happy, especially  for Christmas goodies. 

Before I went to Canada, and still when I´m here, I get ask ed questions about Latinos.  Latinos come from more 

than 20 different countries.  We usually state that we share the same language, but even though we share a lot, 

have the same origins and similar customs, we are still very  different among ourselves.  It is always very 

interesting to analyze the differences and similarities we sha re when we talk to a person that shares our 

language, so there is no language barrier, but still there might be  something that are very different, and makes 

each country more unique.  

I will see all of you during lunch time on Monday and Friday. 

Love, 

Tati 

 


